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Team Building Events
Carnivale
If fun in the sun is what you want…. This activity is for you! Teams of delegates will compete for
the honour of a podium finish at a variety of activity stations. Activities include archery, volleyball,
catapults, laser clay shooting, bamboo towers, painting, frisbee tennis and much more! This event
is set in a format so each team will participate in all the activities against each team.

The Amazing Race
We bring the exciting TV series to your conference venue or workplace and lead delegates on an
adventure they will never forget! Available on site at conference venues, off-site exploring the
surrounds of a conference destination or within your city. Teams will solve clues that lead them to
team challenge stations, detours and roadblocks! Take the challenge!

Build a Functional Team
Not finance. Not strategy. Not technology. It is teamwork that remains the ultimate competitive
advantage, both because it is powerful and so rare. This event is a two-stage process: Stage 1 is
a PowerPoint presentation about the five functions of a successful team: Trust, healthy conflict,
commitment, accountability and attention to result. This 45-minute presentation provides a
platform for Stage 2 that puts the theory into practice. Activities where teamwork is the key to
success.

Tikes On Bikes
This powerful and life changing experience is the perfect combination of teamwork and corporate
responsibility. Teams of delegates construct a brand new bicycle under the assumption they will
ultimately be involved in a bike race. Just as teams are about to race - the surprise is unveiled and
one child per team from an under privileged charity group enter the room to receive their new bike!
The atmosphere becomes unexpectedly charged with emotion as delegates come to realise that it
is all about the “bigger picture”.
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Grape to Glass
Discover the Sommelier within as teams of delegates blend their very own wine under the tuition of
an experienced Hunter Valley Wine Maker. The end result will see each delegate receiving a bottle
of the winning blend with the winning label design upon it! A great team event – fantastic for
those conferencing in the Hunter Valley!

Laser Clay Shooting
Experience the thrill and excitement of shooting clay pigeons as they fly through the air. This
dynamic and interactive activity uses authentic 12 gauge shotguns that have been converted to fire
laser beams. Clays with omni-directional tape are fired from the launcher - when the shooter scores
a hit the beam is reflected back to the gun and registers on the electronic scoreboard.

Corporate Drumming
Experience the power of your entire company making music together. A corporate drumming
session will transform, motivate and inspire your delegates both as individuals and as a collective
group. As the surprised delegates take their seats they discover a drum in front of them and start
to play. Over the next 45 minutes the Human Rhythms team will take them on an unforgettable
musical journey, where laughter and elation is achieved in a high-energy interactive performance.

Inflatable Games
Bring out the inner child in your team with a series of inflatable games. Delegates will battle their
way to the apex of the rock wall, struggle their way through the challenge course, ride their way to
victory on the bucking bull or defeat their opponents in a game of life size foosball. These activities
are not for the light hearted and will be sure to elevate your group into a highly competitive spirit.

Project Pipeline
Teams will manage time, resources and personnel to build their countries pipeline. The challenge
is then to negotiate with the other ‘countries’ to connect their pipeline to all the other parties to
create one continuous pipeline. Teams will need to work against the clock and conflicting objectives
to achieve the whole group goal. By the completion of the project the whole group will have built a
long and winding pipeline that is put to the test when the resources are sent down the line.

Lend a Helping Hand
Give back to the community in this one of a kind event. We will tailor make a suitable charitable
event on behalf of your corporation. Whether it be boxing up and delivering hampers for a winter
appeal or delivering Nintendo’s to a children’s ward in the hospital – Pinnacle has many fantastic
ideas as to how your company can help within our community. Feel the reward of helping others
while seeing your team work as one. Best done in cities such as Sydney and Melbourne.

Mousetrap Car Grand Prix
This is a fun, spirited design competition and race that will have everyone cheering. Each Mousetrap
car is built from balsa wood, plastic “CD’s” for wheels, metal rods for axles, construction paper for
the body. The spring of a mousetrap provides the main power for the car, though we also provide
other materials to make key racing modifications to enhance speed and distance. Each team is
given a kit of identical equipment - a set time frame to plan, build, test their cars before the race!
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Wine Olympics
Rather than running, jumping and swimming your way to victory teams will tackle a very different
series of events. Grape stomping, wine spitting, cork popping, barrel rolling and an array of winery
related activities make for a competitive, informative and hilarious event. Great in conjunction with
our very popular Grape to Glass wine blending activity – as delegates will blend and design a label
for your very own company wine that will be bottled and delivered to you post event.

Initiative Matrix
A unique team challenge where delegates will find their competitive spirit and put their thinking
caps on. Using maps of your conference resort and a list of cryptic clues delegates will uncover a
series of life size problem solving tasks. Successful completion of each task rewards teams with a
crucial piece of the Matrix. When all pieces are joined together the Oracle will be discovered!

Block Buster Productions
Let your delegates be the creative ones. Teams make their own movies with each individual
contributing to the success of the film. The premier showing of the films will take place in conjunction
with your evening meal that night. Roll out the red carpet for the Oscars awards such as Best
Picture and Best Actor. This team-oriented activity has been described as hilarious, innovative and
‘ridiculously’ fun!

Beach Olympics
Faster, Higher, Stronger – with sand between your toes! The Beach Olympics is a fun activity that
provokes competitiveness and plenty of laughter. The event involves teams rotating around various
sports such as Petanque, Frisbee, Catapult Firing, T-Ball, Team Tennis, Golf Chipping, Volleyball, Dodge
Ball, and bamboo towers. Options are endless (dependant on the venue and the size of the group.)

Night Activities
Trivia Challenge Night
Trivia night like no other! This evening combines challenge activities with unique trivia questions,
music trivia and TV sound tracks. The activities will take place throughout your evening meal as
we host the night from start to finish. Extremely popular for groups of all sizes as we have your
delegates in hysterics from start to finish.

Casino Night
Teams will be competing to generate as much money as possible throughout the evening meal via
a series of interactive challenges. One of our professional MC’s will be your host for the evening.
After dessert the money is issued in casino chips for delegates to try their luck on the casino tables.
Croupiers dealing blackjack, roulette, craps, poker, race of the aces and even horse racing

Games Night
Teams of delegates will be competing against rival table groups at a range of challenge activities
conducted between courses and after dessert. Activities include shock reaction, newspaper dress
up, barrel of monkeys, and much more. A night your delegates will remember for years to come! A
fun and interactive evening that will leave you begging for more!
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Minute to Win it
Based on the popular television show, this comical and interactive evening is conducted during and
after your evening meal. We will host your evening to ensure an enjoyable atmosphere that will be
one to remember. Table groups compete against each other in a series of challenges such as ‘Bite
the Bickie’ and ‘Blind Ball’ with the added pressure of time… with just ONE-MINUTE TO WIN IT!

A Night at the Races
Whether you are a punting enthusiast or a complete novice this is a fantastic night of entertainment.
Each delegate will receive $$ to punt on each race aiming to pick the winners from the form guide.
Once all the bets are placed the races will be viewed by the cheering crowd on the big screen. This
is a great themed evening with delegates dressing up and prizes awarded for fashions on the field.

CSI Night
A murder has been committed and it is up to you to solve the crime. Delegates must carefully
inspect the crime scene complete with victim, weapons, clues and police tape. As a table group,
delegates prepare a re-enactment of the crime to portray their version of events. Each group will
perform a 2-5 minute skit aiming to impress the judges with their investigative skills but more so
aiming to entertain the crowd!

Murder Mystery Night
A murder mystery is a fun, exciting and extremely silly game of ‘whodunit’ hosted by the Murder
Mystery Fun team. The aim of the game is very simple; solve a murder before the guilty party strikes
again. What makes this entertainment truly special is your guests play the chief murder suspects
with every delegate playing a different yet crucial character to the overall story – great over dinner
and for those who love to dress up.

Magician
Dazzle your delegates with a magic show that will leave them in awe for months to come. The
Comedy Magic Show is a stand up piece lasting approximately 45 minutes. In this, you will
experience sleight of hand magic, comedy gags, audience participation, non-stop laughter and
entertainment! Or you may prefer a close up display that is suitable for smaller groups and those
wanting a hand on experience! Our magician will not disappoint!

Break Activities
Morning Exercise Options
Get the most out of your delegates at your next conference by offering them a variety of morning
exercise sessions. We have a team of qualified experts in a variety of fields who conduct a 1 hour
session guaranteed to inspire, rejuvenate, refocus and clear the hang over of all your delegates!
Options include Yoga, Tai Chi, Boxercise, Aqua Aerobics, Morning Walk, Gym Circuit and the world
famous Stretching Guy. Offer all or just one and you will be amazed at the feedback you receive!

Archery
A competitive archery session will awaken, refocus and keep your delegates on target during your
next conference. This ancient form of weaponry is suitable for delegates of all fitness levels and ability.
Your delegates will love the rare opportunity to feel the power of firing an arrow!
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Eddy the Egg
The challenge in this thirty-minute period is to construct a mechanism that can catch and support
a raw egg after it is dropped from a height. In small groups of around five, delegates use straws,
sticky tape and ingenuity to create a capsule to keep Eddy safe. A very simple, exciting and fun
break activity that is guaranteed to liven the troops for the next session.

Ice Breakers
This session is a great opener to any conference. Your delegates will be left in stitches after a series
of interactive and lively games that will break down the barriers that exist between strangers.
Delegates will be swept into a frenzy of excitement interacting with the other attendees in a unique
and entertaining manner. This session is available indoors or out at any conference venue.

Laser Clay Shooting
Experience the thrill and excitement of shooting clay pigeons as they fly through the air! This
dynamic and hands on activity uses authentic 12 gauge shot guns that have been converted to fire
laser beams. Clay disks with omni-directional reflective tape are fired from the launcher – when
the shooters score it registers a hit on the electronic scoreboard. Great as a stand-alone activity or
in conjunction with pre dinner drinks!

The Stretching Guy
“The Stretching Guy” is an amazing corporate presentation that, within seconds, will invigorate,
inspire and enlighten your delegates. The Stretching Guy harnesses a unique approach to presenting
the issues that most of us are afraid of discussing. Break the power point marathon with sessions
available indoors or in the great outdoors.

Conference Speaking & MC’ing:
Lincoln Amidy
Lincoln Amidy is a passionate person who aims to make a difference in people’s lives through a
no nonsense approach to life. Lincoln’s passion for a healthy and balanced lifestyle enables him
to now be an innovative and informative presenter and facilitator. Lincoln’s aim is to provide you
with a practical and simple approach to improving the productivity of your employees through a
concentration upon their health and well being. If you want an honest, entertaining and no-nonsense
presenter; Lincoln is the answer. His presentations are extremely motivational, educational, fun and
set in a very relaxed atmosphere. Lincoln will highlight the need for a realistic and holistic approach
as life is often a bumpy road, let’s have fun and enjoy it.

Call Lincoln or Will on 02 4962 5034
email: info@pinnacleteamevents.com.au
visit: www.pinnacleteamevents.com.au
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